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New York, NY (Newsworthy.ai) Friday Feb 2, 2024 @ 1:06 PM Australia/Sydney —

Baden Bower, the world’s foremost emerging PR agency, focusing on start-ups and tech
companies, achieved explosive triple-digit sales growth this year through pioneering
services that promise clients publication by elite global media outlets.

While the $133 billion public relations market creeps along at a snail’s pace of 6%
compound annual growth, Baden Bower’s sales have skyrocketed by almost 700% as more
personal brands and enterprise companies turn to their signature publicity model that
guarantees coveted placements with publishers like Forbes, Business Insider, Yahoo
Finance, GQ, Vogue and more.

“Our model is fast evolving and challenging the incumbents,” said agency CEO AJ Ignacio.
“We completely protect our discerning global clientele with ironclad refund policies that
wholly back our careful publicity promises and verifiable publication guarantees with news
media titans.“

The hyper-growth firm’s precision publicity solutions continue to fuel rapid transformations
for businesses and brands worldwide seeking to amplify authority, ensure credibility,
catalyze influence, and massively surge revenue streams by securing feature placements on
digitally native news platforms read by upwards of 10 million people internationally.

The agency’s highly tailored consultative methodology begins by collaborating one-on-one
with individual leaders and company executives to thoughtfully architect the narrative,
spotlight successes, and cement positioning as an industry authority before artfully pitching
journalists and leveraging Baden Bower’s exclusive top-tier media & publisher relationships
to secure enviable coverage for clients ultimately.

The ensuing publicity opportunities lead to invaluable third-party endorsements that drive
website conversion rates, foster consumer trust in products or services, validate market
differentiation, and produce profound competitive advantages that hurtle bottom-line
revenues and valuations skyward and onward over the long term.

Learn more about how Baden Bower’s custom publicity solutions are igniting enduring
prosperity for brands, businesses, and professionals across every imaginable vertical at
www.badenbower.com.

https://www.badenbower.com/tech-pr-agency-for-startups
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